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I. INTRODUCTION / SUMMARY 

 

Q.  Please state your name and business address.  1 

A. My name is Michael L. Brosch.  My business address is P.O. Box 481934, Kansas 2 

City, Missouri 64148-1934. 3 

 4 

Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 5 

A. I am a principal in the firm Utilitech, Inc., a consulting firm engaged primarily in 6 

utility rate and regulation work.  The firm's business and my responsibilities are 7 

related to regulatory projects for utility regulation clients.  These services include 8 

rate case reviews, cost of service analyses, jurisdictional and class cost allocations, 9 

financial studies, rate design analyses, utility reorganization analyses and focused 10 

investigations related to utility operations and ratemaking issues. 11 

Q. On whose behalf are you appearing in this proceeding? 12 

A. I am appearing on behalf of the People of the State of Illinois represented by the 13 

Attorney General, (―Attorney General‖ or ―AG‖) and the Citizens Utility Board 14 

(―CUB‖) in order to review and respond to the overall revenue increase and certain 15 

ratemaking proposals raised by Commonwealth Edison Company (―ComEd‖ or 16 

―the Company‖) within its filing for an increase in its electric delivery service rates 17 

and revenues.   My testimony and AG/CUB Exhibit 1.3 summarize the overall 18 

revenue requirement recommendation of the Attorney General and CUB, based 19 

upon certain conclusions and adjustments sponsored by other AG and CUB 20 

witnesses, Messrs. David Effron, Ralph Smith and Christopher Thomas, as well as 21 

several ratemaking adjustments I sponsor directly, as described herein. 22 
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Q.     Will you summarize your educational background and professional experience 23 

in the field of utility regulation? 24 

A. AG/CUB Exhibit No. 1.1 is a summary of my education and professional 25 

qualifications.  I have testified before utility regulatory agencies in Arizona, 26 

Arkansas, California, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, 27 

Missouri, New Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma, Texas, Utah, Washington, and Wisconsin 28 

in regulatory proceedings involving electric, gas, telephone, water, sewer, transit, 29 

and steam utilities.   In Illinois, I have testified in several major proceedings before 30 

the Illinois Commerce Commission (―the Commission‖ or ―ICC‖).  These include 31 

Peoples Gas rate cases in Docket Nos. 90-0007 and 07-0241, North Shore Gas 32 

Company Docket No. 92-0242, Illinois Bell Telephone Company in Docket Nos. 33 

92-0448 and 92-0239, ComEd‘s last rate case Docket No. 07-0566 and Ameren 34 

Illinois Utilities Docket Nos. 07-0585 through 07-0590.  I also testified in ComEd 35 

Docket No. 09-0263 involving the Advanced Metering Infrastructure Pilot Program 36 

and Associated Tariffs. 37 

Q. Have you previously participated in energy utility regulatory proceedings in 38 

other states? 39 

A. Yes.  I have participated in many electric and gas regulatory proceedings, as listed 40 

and described in AG/CUB Exhibit No. 1.2.  Much of my experience involves 41 

traditional rate increase or rate reduction cases involving electric and gas utilities. 42 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony in this docket? 43 

A. My testimony combines and presents the AG/CUB ratemaking adjustments, rate of 44 

return recommendation and resulting revenue requirement.  These calculations 45 

appear in AG/CUB Exhibit 1.3, which contains revenue requirement schedules that 46 
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are jointly sponsored by the witnesses appearing on the index of the Exhibit.  In 47 

addition to compiling the overall revenue requirement recommendations, I sponsor 48 

certain adjustments to rate base and operating income that are identified on the 49 

Index to AG/CUB Exhibit 1.3 and that are more fully described herein.
 

50 

Q. Please summarize the recommendations that are set forth in your testimony 51 

and in AG/CUB Exhibit 1.3. 52 

A. Based upon the combined work of AG/CUB witnesses Messrs. Effron, Smith and 53 

Thomas as well as my own proposed adjustments, I recommend that the 54 

Commission authorize an overall revenue decrease for ComEd of at least $45.4 55 

million.  Schedule A in AG/CUB Exhibit 1.3 supports this recommendation, by 56 

combining the AG/CUB recommended rate base on Schedule B, adjusted test year 57 

Operating Income on Schedule C and the cost of capital recommendation set forth 58 

on Schedule D.   59 

Q. Why do you characterize the recommended revenue decrease as an amount 60 

that should be “at least” the results of AG/CUB calculations? 61 

A. The AG/CUB witnesses did not attempt to address every issue in this proceeding. 62 

Therefore the Commission is urged to utilize the recommendations set forth in 63 

AG/CUB Exhibit 1.3 cumulatively with any needed ratemaking adjustments that 64 

may be sponsored by Staff witnesses or by other parties. 65 

Q. How are the AG/CUB revenue requirement accounting schedules within 66 

AG/CUB Exhibit 1.3 organized? 67 

A. AG/CUB Exhibit 1.3 contains the overall revenue requirements calculations for 68 

ComEd‘s 2009 Test Year.  This Exhibit is jointly sponsored with other witnesses 69 

testifying on behalf of the AG and CUB.  The specific witness who is responsible 70 
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for the proposed adjustments set forth on separate pages within AG/CUB Exhibit 71 

1.3 is identified on the schedule.  Throughout my testimony, I will refer to 72 

individual AG/CUB adjustments that I sponsor by indicating the AG/CUB 73 

―Accounting Schedule‖ or the ―AG/CUB Adjustment Schedule‖ that corresponds to 74 

the testimony discussion. 75 

   An index appears as the first page of AG/CUB Exhibit 1.3, which lists 76 

each Accounting Schedule, providing a brief description of the adjustments or other 77 

calculations contained in the Schedule.  The AG/CUB Accounting Schedules in 78 

Exhibit 1.3 are organized into sections, within the following overall framework: 79 

 Schedule/Section A Summary of Revenue Requirement 80 

 Schedule/Section B Rate Base and Rate Base Adjustments 81 

 Schedule/Section C Operating Income and Adjustments 82 

 Schedule/Section D Cost of Capital Summary 83 

 Schedule E Reconciliation of AG/CUB and ComEd‘s filings 84 

 Within Sections B and C, individual AG/CUB accounting adjustments are set forth 85 

on separate Accounting Schedules in sequential order, such that Schedule B-1, 86 

Schedule B-2, etc. represent proposed rate base adjustments and Schedule C-1, 87 

Schedule C-2, etc. represent proposed income statement adjustments.  The Schedule 88 

B and Schedule C summaries of rate base and operating income start with the 89 

Company‘s pre-filed rate base and operating income positions, respectively, and 90 

then reflect the total adjustments proposed by AG/CUB witnesses to derive the 91 

proposed rate base and operating income recommendations. 92 

   Individual rate base adjustments sponsored by AG/CUB witnesses will be 93 

referenced as either ―Schedule B-xx‖ or as ―Adjustment B-xx‖ to indicate the 94 
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corresponding AG/CUB Accounting Schedule within AG/CUB Exhibit 1.3 where 95 

the adjustment calculations are presented.  Similarly, specific operating income 96 

adjustments sponsored by AG/CUB witnesses will be referenced as either 97 

―Schedule C-xx‖ or as ―Adjustment C-xx‖ to indicate the corresponding AG/CUB 98 

Exhibit 1.3 Accounting Schedule where the adjustment calculations are presented. 99 

Messrs. David Effron (AG/CUB Exhibit 2.0) and Ralph Smith (AG/CUB Exhibit 100 

3.0) sponsor many of the accounting schedules within AG/CUB Exhibit 1.3.  Mr. 101 

Christopher Thomas (AG/CUB Exhibit 4.0) is responsible for the AG/CUB 102 

proposed overall cost of capital, as summarized at Accounting Schedule D and on 103 

line 4 of Revenue Requirement Schedule A.  104 

 105 

II. TEST YEAR MATCHING CONCEPTS 106 

Q. In your previous response, you referenced the 2009 “test year”.  What is a test 107 

year and how is it used in utility regulation? 108 

A. Energy utilities have traditionally been regulated based upon their cost to provide 109 

service, including an opportunity to earn a reasonable return on invested capital.  110 

The process used to evaluate and measure the cost of service and resulting revenue 111 

requirement is the rate case, in which a balanced review of jurisdictional expenses, 112 

rate base investment, the cost of capital and revenues at present rates can be 113 

undertaken at a common point in time that is referred to as a ―test year.‖  In Illinois, 114 

the test year can either be a recent, actual 12-month historical period of time or a 115 

future test year period, in which revenues at present rate levels are compared to 116 
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operating expenses and the required return on rate base, to determine whether an 117 

overall increase or reduction in revenue levels is needed.
1
 118 

Q. Does a test year impose important limits upon the time period for 119 

measurement of revenues, expenses and rate base investments? 120 

A. Yes.  It is essential that there be a synchronized review of both revenue levels and 121 

cost levels within a carefully structured test period, because both revenues and costs 122 

tend to change over time as customers are added and lost, inflation and productivity 123 

changes impact costs, capital market conditions change and sales volumes fluctuate.  124 

However, the dynamic nature of utility costs and revenues does not necessarily 125 

imply frequent rate cases.  As long as revenues and costs remain in approximate 126 

balance, causing the utility‘s earnings to stay within acceptable proximity to 127 

authorized return levels, an electric or gas utility may be able go many years 128 

between rate cases.  An important goal in test year regulation of public utilities is to 129 

preserve the balance or ―matching‖ of revenues, expenses, cost of capital and rate 130 

base, so as to avoid over or under-stating the revenue requirement by incorporating 131 

mismatched elements of the overall calculation. 132 

Q. Does cost-based test-year regulation cause the public utility to be indifferent 133 

about its cost levels? 134 

A. No.  An important element of traditional test period regulation is the incentive 135 

created for management to control and reduce costs, so as to maximize the 136 

opportunity to actually earn at or above the authorized return level between rate 137 

                                                 
1
  83 Ill. Adm. Code Section 287.20, provides that a utility may, at its option, propose either an 

Historical or a Future test year.  Section 287.40 permits Pro-forma adjustments for known and 

measurable changes occurring or reasonably certain to occur within 12 months after the filing date 

of the tariffs.  If a future test year is used, Section 287.30 permits updating of the filing upon 

approval of the assigned Administrative Law Judge. 
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case test periods.  Traditional test year regulation is not continuous regulation, 138 

because prices established in a rate case are normally fixed for a period of years, 139 

causing any changes in actual costs or sales levels to be borne by utility 140 

shareholders or ratepayers before such changes can be translated into revised prices 141 

after a ―next‖ rate case.  This passage of time between rate cases, commonly 142 

referred to as ―regulatory lag,‖ serves to replace some of the efficiency incentive 143 

that is lost when prices are based upon costs to serve.    144 

Another beneficial characteristic of traditional test year regulation is the 145 

intensive focus upon utility operations and costs within a formal proceeding in 146 

which Commission Staff and other interested parties can carefully examine or audit 147 

the components making up the revenue requirement.  The potential for regulatory 148 

disallowance of excessive or imprudently incurred costs in such formal proceedings 149 

represents another form of efficiency incentive to management.   150 

Q. Under traditional test period regulation, what normally happens when a 151 

specific utility expense or rate base investment changes between test periods? 152 

A. Increases in specific individual expenses or plant investments between test periods, 153 

if nothing else changes, would directly impact the utility‘s pre-tax earnings and the 154 

achieved rate of return.  Regulatory lag causes such changes to be borne by 155 

shareholders between rate cases.  However, all of the utility‘s costs and revenues 156 

tend to change over time.  Customer and revenue growth or reductions in other costs 157 

can serve to offset or mitigate isolated cost changes, such that a utility company 158 

may be able to avoid filing a rate case for extended periods of time.  Sustained cost 159 

increases that are not offset by reductions in other costs or by increases in customer 160 

and sales levels may contribute to declines in achieved returns sufficient to justify 161 
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the filing of a petition to increase rates.  However, whenever a rate case does occur, 162 

all of the elements of revenue requirement are again measured and adjusted, in a 163 

balanced overall review that should account for cost increases in some areas being 164 

offset by increased revenues and/or cost savings in other areas.  For example, in this 165 

Docket, the Company is accounting for current customer counts and energy delivery 166 

volumes as well as updated operating expenses and the current cost of capital, at the 167 

same time changes in rate base and depreciation expenses are considered.    168 

Q. Has ComEd presented a properly “matched” test year in which the major 169 

elements of rate base and operating income are synchronized so as to not 170 

distort the measurement of the revenue requirement? 171 

A. No.  ComEd has proposed to reach a full 18 months beyond the calendar 2009 base 172 

test year to recognize anticipated growth in its Plant in Service (―Plant‖) and the 173 

related higher depreciation expense, while ignoring the known changes in the 174 

Accumulated Depreciation/Amortization reserves and other elements of the revenue 175 

requirement determination that persistently grow and offset increasing gross Plant.   176 

ComEd Ex. 6.1, Schedule B-2.1 at page 1 shows a Company-proposed adjustment 177 

adding approximately $1.0 billion of Plant ―Projects Reasonably Expected to be 178 

Placed in Service 2010-2Q2011‖, without any recognition of ComEd‘s ongoing 179 

recovery of existing Plant investment through depreciation recoveries during this 18 180 

month period.  This Company adjustment is a fundamental distortion of test year 181 

matching that is contrary to recent Commission treatment of this matter as well as a 182 

recent appellate court decisions on this topic.
2
  AG/CUB witness Mr. David Effron 183 

                                                 
2
  Illinois Commerce Commission Order in Ameren Illinois Utilities Docket Nos. 09-0306 through 09-

0311 consolidated, issued April 29, 2010, page 29-31.  See alsoCommonwealth Edison v. Illinois 

Commerce Comm’n, No. 2-08-0959 (September 30, 2010) at 29-34.  ___________________. 
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is sponsoring ratemaking adjustments at Schedules B-1, B-3 and Schedule C-5 to 184 

provide a more balanced accounting for post-test year changes in revenue 185 

requirements, in compliance with recent ICC and Illinois Court guidance. 186 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony on the subject of test year matching?  187 

A. In this section of testimony I intend to provide supportive explanations and 188 

comparisons to show why the AG/CUB ratemaking adjustments sponsored by Mr. 189 

Effron are needed to better synchronize and match test year accounting cutoff dates 190 

for accumulated depreciation and are essential in order to not overstate the amounts 191 

of capital ComEd has actually invested in its business.   This is important because, 192 

under traditional ratemaking, the determination of an amount for ―rate base‖ 193 

focusing upon the asset side of the balance sheet serves as a proxy for the total 194 

amount of invested capital in the business.   195 

Q. As a preliminary matter, why does traditional ratemaking focus upon which 196 

assets should be included in rate base, instead of simply adding up the amount 197 

of debt and equity capital that requires an earned return? 198 

A. Fundamental accounting principles require the assets on the left side of the balance 199 

sheet to remain equal to the other (right) side of the balance sheet, where the firm‘s 200 

liabilities and equity capital are recorded.  Regulators are normally concerned with a 201 

factual showing that Plant in Service assets and other investments that are allowed 202 

to earn a return are actually used and useful in providing service to customers and 203 

that such investment costs also were prudently incurred.  These considerations focus 204 

regulatory attention on the left (or asset) side of the balance sheet.  If one were to 205 

instead quantify a utility‘s invested capital looking only at the right side of the 206 

balance sheet, the total amounts of issued debt and equity and accumulated retained 207 
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earnings could be readily quantified, but analysis of the specific assets financed with 208 

such capital would not be possible.  Rate Base therefore represents the ratemaking 209 

quantification of the total capital investment in Plant in Service, inventories, 210 

working capital and other assets that require an earned return, reduced by the 211 

accumulated depreciation/amortization and accumulated deferred income taxes that 212 

represent capital supplied by non-investors, for which no return is needed or 213 

appropriate.  Fundamentally, rate base that is quantified mostly from the asset side 214 

of the balance sheet should be proportional to the recorded debt and equity capital 215 

amounts on the right side of the balance sheet.   To maintain the essential balance 216 

between assets included in rate base and the actual capital investment (debt and 217 

equity) that requires a return, regulators must not permit rate base distortions that 218 

would misstate the actual amount of prudently invested capital. 219 

Q. Is it a basic tenet of accounting that the total assets of a business must equal the 220 

sum of liabilities plus equity capital? 221 

A. Yes.  This is why the Balance Sheet of a business must ―balance‖, with assets 222 

remaining equal to liabilities plus equity capital.  The utility would be quite 223 

concerned if the total asset value it was allowed to include in rate base, across all 224 

jurisdictions, was much less than the recorded total amount of debt and equity 225 

capital on the balance sheet, creating a structural inability to earn a fair return on 226 

invested capital.  On the other hand, regulators should be very concerned if the 227 

utility submits a total rate base value that vastly exceeds the recorded amount of 228 

total capital invested in the business. 229 
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Q. What does a comparison of ComEd’s asserted rate base to its total invested 230 

capital reveal about the Company’s proposed pro-forma adjustments to rate 231 

base for estimated Plant additions through June of 2011?  232 

A. The comparison reveals that ComEd‘s proposed adjustments to rate base for plant 233 

in service additions through June of 2011 overstate the actual amount of the 234 

Company‘s invested capital.  The Company‘s asserted jurisdictional delivery 235 

service rate base in ComEd Ex. 6.1, Schedule B-1 is $7.7 billion.  The 236 

corresponding FERC transmission formula rate filing made by ComEd in FERC 237 

Docket No. ER09-1145-000 contains an asserted 2010 Rate Base of $1.9 billion.
3
  238 

When the rate cases in both jurisdictions are combined, ComEd‘s Illinois and 239 

Federal regulators are asked to approve a return on total invested capital of $9.6 240 

billion ($7.7 billion ICC plus $1.9 billion FERC).  In contrast, the Company‘s Cost 241 

of Capital Summary at ComEd Ex. 6.1, Schedule D-1 shows the sum of debt and 242 

equity capital to be only about $9.1 billion.  This high level comparison, that 243 

recognizes the right and left sides of ComEd‘s balance sheet are expected to 244 

balance, shows that when the Company‘s asserted Rate Base amounts before the 245 

ICC and FERC in current rate cases are combined, it is apparent that the Company‘s 246 

actual invested capital is being overstated by nearly a half a billion dollars. 247 

Q. What is the root cause of this overstatement of rate base?  248 

A. Electric utilities routinely and continuously invest in new Plant in Service to replace 249 

aging or obsolete equipment, to expand and reinforce system capacity, to connect 250 

and serve new customers and to install new technologies.  At the same time, the 251 

                                                 
3
  The ComEd Response to AG 5.01 provided a link to ComEd‘s Transmission Service updated 

formula rate calculations.  ComEd‘s May 14, 2010 filing with FERC contains the Company‘s 

asserted Transmission Service rate base of $1,948,817,006 at Attachment 1, line 55. 
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utilities continuously recover their existing investment in Plant in Service through 252 

the collection of depreciation and amortization expenses in their approved rates.  253 

Rate Base therefore includes the cumulative investments in new Plant as well as the 254 

cumulative recoveries of existing Plant, by including both the Plant in Service and 255 

offsetting Accumulated Depreciation/Amortization balances.  This accounting is 256 

critically important in order to recover a return only on the utility‘s ―net‖ plant 257 

investment that has not yet been recovered from customers.  This Rate Base 258 

accounting approach can be observed at ComEd Ex. 6.1, Schedule B-1, page 1 at 259 

lines 1 through 8 in column B.  In addition to growth in accumulated depreciation, 260 

there tends to also be continuing growth in Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes 261 

(―ADIT‖) that serves to offset the utility‘s gross Plant investment (See line 12 of 262 

Schedule B-1). 263 

If one were to reach forward, beyond test year end, to estimate growth in only 264 

the new additions to gross Plant in Service, while ignoring the offsetting growth in 265 

the Accumulated Depreciation and ADIT, appropriate and necessary matching of 266 

these rate base elements is destroyed.  This destruction of matching is precisely 267 

what ComEd‘s witness Ms. Houtsma advocates when she argues that the matching 268 

principles within the Commission‘s Ameren Order should not be applied to 269 

ComEd.
4
 270 

Q. Is the matching principle an important element of utility regulatory policy in 271 

Illinois? 272 

A. Yes.  I am advised by counsel that Part 287 of the Commission‘s rules requires a 273 

utility to file its rate data in accordance with a proposed test year that has the salutary 274 
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purpose of preventing the utility from mismatching revenues and expenses.  275 

According to counsel, this policy of regulatory matching of test year elements was 276 

recently upheld on appeal of this issue in ComEd‘s prior Illinois rate case, Docket 277 

No. 07-0566. 278 

Q. At lines 231-239, Ms. Houtsma argues that the principles in the Commission’s 279 

Ameren Order “don’t apply” to ComEd and that, “…ComEd expects that it 280 

will be investing about $700 to $800 million annually in utility facilities and 281 

other plant” through the end of 2014 when new rates are in effect.  Does 282 

ComEd actually expect to be investing this much new capital in utility facilities? 283 

A. No.  ComEd provided projections of its Capital Expenditure Budget in its 284 

Confidential Responses to data requests MGM 2.11 and AG 6.18 that are supportive 285 

of the gross expenditure levels referenced by Ms. Houtsma.  ComEd‘s expected net 286 

investment, however, is actually much lower.  What is not mentioned in Ms. 287 

Houtsma‘s testimony, is that the majority of estimated future gross construction 288 

expenditures through 2015 will not require any new invested capital, because 289 

ComEd will instead use internally generated funds from its operations.  These funds 290 

are mostly the result of ongoing collection of depreciation and amortization of 291 

existing Plant in Service.  ComEd‘s confidential response to AG 6.18, Attachment 1, 292 

shows the importance of funds from operations that are available to fund most of 293 

ComEd‘s new plant investment.  The availability of such internally generated funds 294 

via depreciation recovery is precisely why it is essential to account for both 295 

accumulated depreciation/amortization and changing gross plant investment 296 

whenever pro-forma adjustments to rate base are being considered.  ComEd‘s net 297 

                                                                                                                                                 
4
  ComEd Ex. 6.0 Revised, lines 221-238. 
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new capital investment in Plant in Service, after accounting for internally generated 298 

funds provided from depreciation and deferred income taxes, is much lower than 299 

referenced by Ms. Houtsma. 300 

Q. Has ComEd told the investment community that its net invested capital will be 301 

increasing by $700 to $800 million per year, as implied by Ms. Houtsma’s 302 

testimony at lines 234 to 235? 303 

A. No.  In its May 25, 2010 Macquarie Global Infrastructure Conference Presentation, 304 

Exelon presented certain projections of 2010 and 2011 rate base that do not suggest 305 

growth at this level.  When the supporting calculations for this presentation were 306 

produced by ComEd in response to data request AG 3.02 in confidential 307 

Attachment 1, much lower rates of annual growth in ComEd‘s Total Assets and 308 

Total Liabilities and Shareholders‘ Equity through 2012 are actually expected.  I 309 

have included a copy of this confidential response as AG/CUB Exhibit No. MLB-310 

1.4.   311 

   In the Exelon July 22, 2010 Earnings Conference Call 2
nd

 Quarter 312 

Presentation to the investment community, projections of a 2010 estimated and 313 

2011 illustrative rate base also suggest much lower growth in ComEd‘s net invested 314 

capital than is referenced in Ms. Houtsma‘s testimony.  The Company‘s 2010 315 

estimated and 2011 Illustrative Distribution Service Rate Base (excluding 316 

Transmission) in that presentation are $6.9 billion and $7.2 billion, respectively.
5
  317 

The Company‘s comparable asserted Rate Base in this Docket No. 10-0467 is $7.7 318 

billion (Schedule B-1).  This asserted rate case amount significantly exceeds the 319 

                                                 
5
  Supporting calculations were provided in ComEd‘s confidential response to AG 3.03, Attachments 1 

and 2. 
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financial projections of rate base disclosed to the financial community for either 320 

2010 or 2011.  ComEd is clearly not telling Wall Street the same thing it is telling 321 

the Commission. 322 

Q. At lines 186 to 195 of her testimony, Ms. Houtsma suggests that since the end 323 

of the 2009 test year and through June 2011 ComEd will be investing over $1 324 

billion in distribution projects that must be included in rate base “…to recover 325 

fully and on a timely basis” such investments.  She also states, “Moreover, 326 

ComEd will continue to invest in new distribution related facilities and plant at 327 

the rate of roughly $700-800 million per year.”  Is this an accurate and 328 

complete representation of the amounts of newly invested capital (debt and 329 

equity) that will require an earned return?  330 

A. No.  These amounts are total capital expenditure estimates and have not been 331 

reduced to account for the substantial amounts of cash flow that are generated 332 

internally by ComEd, and that are available to help ―fund‖ capital expenditures.  A 333 

more complete picture can be seen in the Company‘s own Schedule D-7 334 

presentation in this Docket.  Page 1, line 9 of Schedule D-7 summarizes the sources 335 

of ―Total Funds from Operations‖ that include $400 to $500 million arising from 336 

collections of Depreciation and Amortization (at line 3) as well as substantial 337 

amounts from Deferred Income Taxes each year.  Total internally generated Funds 338 

From Operations in 2009 exceeded $1.1 billion.  The comparable ―Gross 339 

Construction Expenditures‖ at line 59 on page 2 were only $854 million in 2009, 340 

indicating that ComEd‘s business recently funded its entire construction program 341 

with internally generated funds (mostly from depreciation, amortization and 342 
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deferred taxes) in 2009.
6
  Prospectively, the historical relationships displayed on 343 

Schedule D-7 will change, but depreciation and amortization of existing plant 344 

investment and deferred income taxes can be expected to continuously contribute 345 

substantially toward the funding of ComEd‘s ongoing construction expenditures. 346 

Q. What is your recommendation with regard to ComEd’s proposed adjustment 347 

to include projected capital project additions in its rate base through June 30, 348 

2011? 349 

A. I recommend that the Commission reject the Company‘s one-sided projected Plant 350 

adjustments, so as to equitably ―match‖ test year elements at a common point in 351 

time.  In the event the Commission elects to provide for any test year updating of 352 

Plant in Service, there must also be corresponding adjustments made to update the 353 

Accumulated Depreciation/Amortization and Accumulated Deferred Income Tax 354 

balances, as well as known and measurable changes to sales margin income and 355 

other known changes to a common point in time. 356 

 357 

III. CONSTRUCTION WORK IN PROGRESS 358 

 359 

Q. What is Construction Work in Progress (“CWIP”) and how is ComEd treating 360 

CWIP in developing its asserted revenue requirement? 361 

A. Construction Work in Progress is an asset account that contains the amounts 362 

invested in projects that are under construction, prior to completion and placement 363 

into service.  These CWIP assets are not in service and are therefore not used and 364 

                                                 
6
  Notably, in 2009 line 56 of Schedule D-7 indicates that no dividends were paid to Exelon from 

internally generated cash flows and any resumption of dividends would reduce the amount of cash 

available to fund construction expenditures. 
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useful or providing any benefit to ratepayers.  CWIP investment is generally not 365 

included in rate base, but instead is allowed to earn a capitalized return in the form 366 

of Allowance for Funds Used During Construction (―AFUDC‖).  367 

   ComEd has proposed that its CWIP investments in small or short-term 368 

capital projects, on which AFUDC is not being capitalized, be allowed into rate 369 

base.  ComEd has proposed that $12.6 million of such short-term CWIP be included 370 

in rate base to provide a return on such investments that are not eligible for an 371 

AFUDC return.
7
  According to ComEd‘s witness Ms. Houtsma, ―It is important to 372 

note that ComEd is not seeking inclusion as such of the specific projects that were 373 

recorded in CWIP as of year-end 2009.  Rather, the overall level of CWIP that does 374 

not accrue AFUDC as of December 31, 2009 is included, and is a reasonable proxy 375 

for the amounts expected to be incurred in future periods.‖
8
 376 

Q. What is the purpose of the adjustment appearing at Schedule B-7 of AG/CUB 377 

Exhibit 1.3? 378 

A. The Schedule B-7 adjustment eliminates the CWIP rate base allowance that is 379 

proposed by ComEd.    380 

Q. Why should CWIP not be included in ComEd’s rate base? 381 

A. CWIP investment should not be included in rate base because such investment 382 

represents capital project costs that are not complete, are not in service for the 383 

benefit of customers and, therefore, are not used and useful in the provision of 384 

regulated utility services.  I am advised by counsel that, under the Public Utilities 385 

Act in Illinois, only the value of rate base investment which is both prudently 386 

                                                 
7
  ComEd Ex. 6.0 Revised, page 26, lines 523-533; ComEd Ex. 6.1, Schedule B-7, line 3. 

8
  ComEd Ex. 6.0 Revised, page 26, lines 523-533. 
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incurred and used and useful in providing service to public utility customers can be 387 

included in rate base.
9
  CWIP is, by definition, not used and useful in providing 388 

service because it is construction that is ―in progress‖ and for which final costs have 389 

not been accumulated in any final amount where they could be determined 390 

―prudently incurred.‖ 391 

   It should be noted that ComEd‘s CWIP assets fall into two broad 392 

categories.  For all CWIP projects involving major facilities with a total expected 393 

expenditure of greater than $25,000 and an expected construction period of greater 394 

than 30 days, ComEd capitalizes AFUDC and is therefore not seeking any rate base 395 

inclusion.  The other type of CWIP assets that the Company proposes to include in 396 

rate base are smaller construction projects that are charged to blanket work orders 397 

and that have a construction completion period shorter than 30 days.
10

  This is what 398 

I will refer to as ―short term CWIP.‖  While not eligible for AFUDC, a large 399 

percentage of ComEd‘s recorded short-term CWIP has likely not been paid for in 400 

cash and therefore need not be allowed a rate base return.  Thus, in addition to not 401 

being used and useful, the Company has not shown that it has any significant actual 402 

CWIP investment that has been funded by investors (rather than vendors) and that 403 

merits any rate base return. 404 

Q. How do you know that ComEd’s short-term CWIP that does not earn AFUDC 405 

has not been fully paid for in cash by the Company? 406 

A.  ComEd maintains its books on the accrual basis of accounting, recognizing 407 

transactions as charges to CWIP when costs are incurred, as opposed to when they 408 

                                                 
9
  220 ILCS 5/9—211. 

10
  ComEd response to Data Request No. AG 7.08. 
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are paid.
11

  This means that charges to CWIP projects are recorded prior to when 409 

contractors, materials suppliers and employees must actually be paid for the goods 410 

and services that were incurred and added into the CWIP balances.  The cash 411 

payments for such goods and services generally occur in arrears.  For example, 412 

ComEd‘s study of the timing of cash flows has concluded that the cost of base 413 

payroll and withholdings for Company employees is actually paid an average of 414 

14.64 days after labor costs are incurred.
12

  Miscellaneous cash voucher payments to 415 

vendors occur even more slowly, and are estimated to experience a 64.34 day delay 416 

according to the Company‘s lead lag study.
13

  These facts suggest that ComEd is 417 

seeking rate base inclusion for a type of short-term CWIP asset where the Company 418 

is likely to have little or no actual cash investment that requires any return from 419 

customers. 420 

Q. Did you ask ComEd for information that would allow the Commission to 421 

determine if the CWIP at issue has actually been paid for, or is instead being 422 

“financed” by zero-cost payables to employees and vendors? 423 

A. Yes.  In Data Request No. AG 7.08, ComEd was asked to ―State whether the 424 

investment balances that are listed by Project ID in WPB-7 were fully paid for in 425 

cash as of 12/31/2009‖.  In reply, the Company stated: 426 

ComEd objects to this subpart as it requires new analysis that has not 427 

been performed by ComEd and such analysis would be unduly 428 

burdensome.  While it is possible that some of the $12,590,910 429 

balance in WPB-7 was not fully paid for in cash as of December 31, 430 

2009, the data cannot be obtained from ComEd‘s accounting systems 431 

in such a way that would calculate such a balance.  Even if an 432 

                                                 
11

  ComEd Response to Data Request No. AG 3.14, parts c and d. 
12

  See ComEd Ex. 6.2, Schedule B-8 at line 9, column F.  While the overall result from the ComEd 

lead lag study are disputed herein, the fact that utilities routinely pay for labor and materials in 

arrears long after costs are incurred and charged to CWIP is not disputed. 
13

  Id.  Schedule B-8, line 17, column F. 
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estimate was somehow calculated, and ComEd cannot determine 433 

how to perform any such estimates, such a balance could not be 434 

relied upon and the related analysis would be unduly burdensome. 435 

 436 

Q. Did the Commission allow short term CWIP into rate base in its Order in 437 

Commonwealth Edison’s last rate case, Docket No. 07-0566? 438 

A. Yes.  According to page 15 of the Commission‘s September 10, 2008 Order in 439 

Docket No. 07-0566, the Company‘s proposed level of test year CWIP not accruing 440 

AFUDC was uncontested and was therefore adopted in rate base. 441 

Q. Do regulated utilities need to be allowed CWIP in rate base in order to have a 442 

reasonable opportunity to earn the authorized rate of return?  443 

A. No.  The vast majority of CWIP projects, where significant investments are made 444 

over extended periods of time, are allowed to earn a compensatory AFUDC return.  445 

For the smaller projects that are constructed more quickly, much of the financing is 446 

actually provided by vendors and employees who are paid on a delayed basis after 447 

construction activity occurs, such that no rate base or AFUDC return is necessary to 448 

compensate for invested financial capital.  Additionally, the short-term CWIP 449 

projects tend to move quickly into Plant in Service, where fairly liberal updating of 450 

test year investments in rate cases before the Commission provides an opportunity 451 

for timely rate recovery for such costs.
14

 452 

Q. If the Commission were to exclude all CWIP in determining ComEd’s rate 453 

base, could the Company revise its AFUDC calculations to be more inclusive of 454 

short-term projects and to directly account for project costs not yet paid for in 455 

cash? 456 

                                                 
14

  As noted previously, Illinois utilities can elect to file future test year rate cases to expedite capital 

recovery of new Plant in Service investments if necessary. 
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A. Yes.  The Electric Plant Instructions in the FERC Uniform System of Accounts at 457 

Components of Construction Cost allows AFUDC including, ―…the net cost for the 458 

period of construction of borrowed funds used for construction purposes and a 459 

reasonable rate on other funds when so used, not to exceed, without prior approval 460 

of the Commission, allowances computed in accordance with the formula prescribed 461 

in paragraph (a) of this subparagraph.‖
15

 According to ComEd‘s response to Data 462 

Request No. AG 7.08, ―ComEd is not aware of any FERC/ICC regulations that 463 

prohibit AFUDC on short term CWIP investments.  Rather, ComEd has an internal 464 

policy that defines the criteria to determine the projects that are not eligible for 465 

AFUDC.‖ 466 

IV. CASH WORKING CAPITAL 467 

 468 

Q. What amount of Cash Working Capital is proposed for rate base inclusion by 469 

ComEd in this Docket? 470 

A. The Company has requested an allowance for Cash Working Capital (―CWC‖) of 471 

$95.7 million, as set forth at Schedule B-8, page 1.  This amount is based upon a 472 

Lead/Lag study of CWC that is sponsored by ComEd witness Subbakrishna in 473 

ComEd Exhibit 7.0. 474 

Q. What is a Lead/Lag study and how does it measure CWC requirements?  475 

A. A Lead/Lag study is an analysis of the timing of cash flows through the utility, 476 

aimed at determining whether the utility collects cash revenues from its customers 477 

more rapidly or less rapidly than it pays its employees and vendors for the input 478 

resources required to provide utility services.  As an extremely simplified example, 479 

                                                 
15

  18 CFR 101 Electric Plant Instructions 3(A)(17). 
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if the utility had only a single output (electricity) and a single input (purchased 480 

power), and if the utility could collect its revenues within 30 days of providing 481 

service and delay paying for purchased power for the same 30 days, it would have a 482 

working capital requirement of zero because its accounts receivable would remain 483 

nearly equal to its accounts payable at all times.  Of course, a real utility may have 484 

only a single output (electricity), but typically has many input resource costs that 485 

are incurred to provide service, including employee labor, employee benefits, 486 

purchased materials, taxes and interest expense.  The Lead/Lag study is conducted 487 

to systematically measure the number of days it takes, on average, for the utility to 488 

bill and collect its revenues compared to the time in days the utility is able to delay 489 

payment of its expenses.  When the study is compiled, as shown at ComEd 490 

Schedule B-8, page 1, the net impact of this cash flow timing study is an estimate of 491 

the cash working capital investment, if any, that must be supplied by investors and 492 

that should be included in rate base. 493 

Q. Is it a given that a utility’s CWC is a positive amount that should be included 494 

in rate base? 495 

A. No.  A properly prepared Lead/Lag study that fully considers the timing of all cash 496 

expenses will often return a negative or nearly zero CWC result, because of the 497 

extended periods over which utilities often pay certain taxes and interest expenses. 498 

Q. How much CWC was requested by ComEd in its last rate case, Docket No. 07-499 

0566?   500 
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A. Zero CWC was requested by ComEd and the Commission‘s Order allowed no 501 

CWC in rate base in the preceding rate case.
16

  502 

Q. Is it possible that the timing of cash flows impacting ComEd’s CWC 503 

requirements have changed dramatically since the last rate case, causing a $95 504 

million increase in working capital includable in rate base?   505 

A. It is highly unlikely that ComEd‘s credit and collections, billing, remittance 506 

processing and cash disbursement policies have changed dramatically since the last 507 

rate case.  The better question is how ComEd was able to calculate such a large 508 

CWC requirement in this case, compared to its prior rate case.   509 

Q. What is your recommendation regarding the amount of CWC that should be 510 

included in ComEd’s rate base at this time?   511 

A. I recommend a zero allowance for CWC at this time.  As I will show in this section 512 

of my testimony, the Lead/Lag study prepared by ComEd‘s witness is based upon 513 

unproven assumptions and flawed methodologies that render the results useless.  514 

The Company has not presented any reliable estimate of CWC that should be 515 

included in rate base. 516 

Q. What is the purpose of AG/CUB Accounting Schedule B-5?  517 

A. Schedule B-5 eliminates the CWC allowance proposed by ComEd, so as to include 518 

a zero allowance in rate base.   519 

Q. What is the primary problem with the ComEd Lead/Lag study?   520 

A. The single most important lag day value in any utility Lead/Lag study is the 521 

revenue lag.  The revenue lag is composed of three segments: 522 

                                                 
16

  ComEd Response to Data Request No. AG 3.26.  Order dated September 10, 2008 in Docket No. 07-
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1. A service lag associated with the billing month, accounting for the time 523 

from the mid-point of the service month until month-end, when meters are 524 

read.  Mathematically, this lag is 365 annual days, divided by 12 months, 525 

divided by 2 to get to mid-month, or 15.2 days. 526 

2. A billing lag, representing the number of days required by the utility to 527 

process meter readings and mail bills to customers, with the recording of an 528 

―accounts receivable‖ to recognize the amounts owed to the utility. 529 

3. A collection lag, representing the additional number of days, on average, 530 

that customers take to remit payment to the utility.
17

 531 

 The Company‘s lead lag study is based upon 15.2 days for the service lag and 1.49 532 

days for the billing lag, which amounts are reasonable in comparison to other utilities 533 

and studies that I have reviewed.  However, ComEd has proposed an extraordinarily 534 

long collection lag of 39.16 days that is estimated based upon a flawed methodology 535 

that is inconsistent with other utilities and the Company‘s own billing and collection 536 

practices.  When ComEd‘s proposed revenue collection lag is revised using more 537 

reasonable assumptions, it would yield a negative CWC requirement rather than the 538 

positive $95.7 million that is proposed by the Company. 539 

Q. Why do you characterize the Company’s proposed revenue collection lag of 540 

39.16 days as extraordinarily long? 541 

A. ComEd‘s Residential Customers are required to pay their bills within 21 days or the 542 

amounts owed are considered delinquent.  Small Commercial and Industrial (―SCI‖) 543 

customers have only 14 days to pay their bills.  The Company‘s proposed 39.16 day 544 

                                                                                                                                                 
0566, page 51. 
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collection lag is an average for all customer classes, but with the majority of revenues 545 

being billed to and collected from Residential and SCI customers, ComEd‘s 546 

collection lag asks the Commission to believe that the majority of customers‘ 547 

remittances are not only delinquent, but delinquent by a multiple of the established 548 

due dates for payment. 549 

  Another indication of how incredibly overstated the proposed 39.16 day 550 

collection lag appears to be can be observed by reference to ComEd‘s Late Payment 551 

Charge (―LPC‖) revenues.  ComEd‘s tariff at 1
st
 Revised Sheet No. 207 imposes a 552 

Late Payment Charge when the Company ―does not receive payment in full for 553 

charges assessed on a bill on or before the due date shown on such bill‖ at a rate for 554 

most customers of 1.5 percent per month.
18

  For the test year, ComEd has not adjusted 555 

calendar year recorded LPC revenues of $25.1 million assessed on delinquent 556 

Electricity sales.
19

  If we divide this $25.1 million LPC revenue amount by the 1.5 557 

percent LPC rate applicable to most customers, the LPC appears to have been charged 558 

on about $1.7 billion of total electric sales revenues in 2009.
20

  This $1.7 billion  of 559 

revenue upon which ComEd collected LPC charges is only about 32 percent of total 560 

Electric sales revenues of $5.2 million,
21

 suggesting that the majority of ComEd‘s 561 

customers pay their bills within the established due dates.  However, the Company 562 

                                                                                                                                                 
17

  Additional fractional days may be added to account for payment processing and any bank ―float‖ 

that can be measured to determine when the utility has cleared funds from deposits of customers‘ 

remittances. 
18

  The tariff sets a lower 1.0% Late Payment Charge (―LPC‖) for local governmental agencies or a 

qualifying school and requires the Company to ―waive‖ one LPC per year for Residential 

customers, but the waived charges are reassessed in the delinquent charges remain unpaid 30 days 

later. 
19

  ComEd WPC-23, page 2, line 1. 
20

  $25.1 million divided by 0.015 is $1,673 million. 
21

  $1,673 million is 32 percent of $5,233 million at ComEd Schedule C-1, page 2, line 1. 
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asserted collection lag of 39.16 days implies just the opposite, that the majority of 563 

ComEd‘s customers are routinely delinquent in payment of their bills. 564 

  Finally, the excessive revenue collection lag and overall revenue lag asserted by 565 

ComEd is inconsistent with my experience with energy utility Lead/Lag studies in 566 

other jurisdictions.  While I have not conducted any extensive survey of such studies, 567 

I have tabulated the overall revenue lags from nine large energy utilities‘ rate case 568 

lead lag studies for comparison to ComEd‘s recommended 57.32 overall lag day in 569 

AG/CUB Exhibit 1.5, so as to illustrate how unreasonable the Company‘s proposed 570 

revenue lag value is relative to other electric utilities.  This effort was not intended to 571 

be a systematic survey, but draws upon Utilitech‘s experience in other states and 572 

indicates a relatively narrow range of revenue lag day values, from about 37 to 44 573 

days being recommended by these other large energy utilities, all of which are 574 

significantly fewer days than ComEd‘s asserted 57.32 day total revenue lag.  Since 575 

energy utilities with monthly billing all have a 15.2 day average usage period and are 576 

likely to have similar billing lag periods, the majority of the difference between 577 

ComEd‘s and these other utilities‘ total revenue lag must be attributed to the 578 

collection lag inaccuracies in the ComEd study. 579 

Q. How did ComEd’s witness quantify the proposed revenue collection lag? 580 

A. According to Mr. Subbakrishna‘s testimony, the collection lag was, ―measured by 581 

using receivables aging data contained in receivables reports used by ComEd for 582 

normal business purposes.  Using such data provided by ComEd‘s Revenue 583 

Accounting function for calendar year 2009, a dollar-weighted average collection Lag 584 

of 39.16 days was determined for ComEd‘s operations.  This reflects ComEd‘s actual 585 
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experience.‖
22

  The mechanics of how the ―receivables aging data‖ was actually used 586 

is not revealed in this testimony, but is important in understanding the unsubstantiated 587 

subjectivity of the work that was done and the results that were produced. 588 

Q. Please describe the information that was available to Mr. Subbakrishna from 589 

ComEd’s receivables aging data. 590 

A. The entire monthly balance of accounts receivables for each customer class is broken 591 

down into broad categories of the ―age‖ of the receivables.  The only available aging 592 

intervals from this data tell the analyst that receivables fall within the following 593 

ranges:  594 

 0-30 days old 595 

 31-60 days old 596 

 61-90 days old 597 

 91-120 days old 598 

 121-365 days old 599 

 Over 365 days old 600 

 601 

 There is no detail within these broad ranges that would indicate how many dollars 602 

within each range are at the low end, the middle or upper end of the range.  This 603 

forced Mr. Subbakrishna to adopt very gross assumptions to apply to the available 604 

data.  For example, for many of the ranges an assumption was made that the average 605 

age of all of the receivables in the range was the mid-point of the range.  For 606 

example, all receivables in the 31-60 day range were assumed, without any 607 

underlying analysis or supporting data, to be exactly 45 days old and all receivables 608 

in the 60-90 day range were assumed to be exactly 75 days old.  In response to Data 609 

Request No. AG 7.15a, the Company stated, ―The mid-point of aging day categories 610 

is used to estimate the average collections lag with the understanding that, within a 611 

                                                 
22

  ComEd Ex. 7.0, lines 295-299. 
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particular category, amounts are equally likely to age before and after the mid-point 612 

of that category.‖  This ―equally likely‖ distribution around the mid-point assumption 613 

is not supported by any analysis and is an example of the lack of precision inherent in 614 

ComEd‘s reliance upon only broadly measured categories of aged accounts 615 

receivables. 616 

   A summary of the age assumptions adopted by Mr. Subbakrishna
23

 in evaluating 617 

the receivables aging categories is as follows: 618 

Aging Interval Residential Small 

Commercial 

and Industrial 

Large 

Commercial 

and Industrial 

Public 

Authority 

Railroad & 

Streetlighting 

0-30 Days  0.0 Days 8.0 Days 8.0 Days  0.0 Days 

31-60 Days 45.0 45.0 45.0  0.0 Days 

61-90 Days 75.0 75.0 75.0 15.0 

91-120 Days 105.0 105.0 105.0 45.0 

121-365 Days 243.0 243.0 243.0 212.5 

Over 365 Days Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded 

 619 

 No analysis was undertaken by Mr. Subbakrishna to understand or better quantify the 620 

distribution of dollars within the broad ranges of aging available from the Company‘s 621 

records.  For example, it is possible that the receivables within the 31-60 day aging 622 

interval are heavily skewed toward the low end of the range, with more customers 623 

paying their bills in 31 days than in 45 or more days, yet Mr. Subbakrishna‘s 624 

                                                 
23

  See ComEd‘s response to Data Request AG 5.11, attached as part of AG/CUB Ex. 1.6.  Comparable 

simplifying assumptions were employed for the ―Government‖ class that is not displayed in this table.  

ComEd‘s response to BAP 4.03 corrected, Attachment 1, page 1 also shows the arbitrary simplifying 

assumptions applied to each accounts receivable aging category in ComEd‘s study. 
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simplifying assumption is to use the mid-point of this range at 45 days for all 625 

balances in that category.  Equally troubling is the impact of including very old 626 

receivables in the calculation, because most customers who have not paid for service 627 

in more than 60 or 90 days would eventually be disconnected and the related account 628 

balances will likely prove to be largely uncollectible.
24

  The selected age assumptions 629 

used by ComEd for each aging interval in the table above are very important to the 630 

resulting revenue lag and CWC result, yet such amounts were arbitrarily adopted with 631 

no supporting analysis or data. 632 

Q. Why was a zero day aging assumption adopted by Mr. Subbakrishna for all of 633 

the Residential accounts receivable in the 0 to 30 day interval in the table above? 634 

A. This question was asked in Data Request No. AG 3.27(a), but was not answered.
25

  It 635 

appears that a zero assumption was adopted in order to produce an arguably more 636 

―conservative‖ result.  In response to Data Request No. AG 5.11(c), ComEd indicated 637 

that, ―…for residential customers, this is based on conservative assumptions such as 638 

a) the average days outstanding within the 0-30 day aging interval is zero, and b) 639 

there are no receivable balances greater than 365 days old, and c) there are no 640 

balances associated with inactive accounts included in the analysis.‖  These responses 641 

indicate the numerous and highly arbitrary assumptions that drive the results in 642 

ComEd‘s collection lag calculation based upon accounts receivables aging.  I have 643 

included copies of ComEd responses to Data Requests AG 3.27, 5.11 and 7.15 in 644 

                                                 
24

  In response to Data Request No. AG 9.03, ComEd notes that customers in theory could have a portion 

of their overall outstanding balance in several different aging intervals if they have not paid their 

monthly bills over the course of time.  Reasons why very delinquent receivables may exist include no 

disconnection due to inability to access the meter, balances that accumulate during the Winter 

Moratorium (12/1-3/31) when disconnections are restricted and instances where reinstated debt was 

―matched‖ to a customer from a previous account. 
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AG/CUB Exhibit No. 1.6 to illustrate the arbitrary manner in which Mr. 645 

Subbakrishna interpreted and applied broadly categories accounts receivables aging 646 

data in the absence of any detailed information about customer collection intervals. 647 

Q. Why was an 8.0 day aging assumption adopted by Mr. Subbakrishna for all of 648 

the Small Commercial and Industrial (“SCI”) accounts receivable in the 0 to 30 649 

day interval in the table above? 650 

A. According to the Company‘s response to Data Request AG 3.27a, ―The average aging 651 

time by interval values are assumptions driven by the amount of time that customers 652 

have to pay their bills.  For instance, small commercial and large commercial 653 

customers have 14 days to pay their bills.  The midpoint of the first interval is 8 days.  654 

This is half of the 16 days remaining in the month after the 14 day grace period.  30 655 

days in the month less the 14 day grace period is 16.  The midpoint is 8 days.  This 656 

was used as the average aging time for such customers within the first interval.‖  657 

From this response, it is apparent that no data was available to determine the actual 658 

age distribution of commercial customers‘ receivables within the broad range of 0 to 659 

30 days, so several bald, unsupported assumptions were adopted in deference to 660 

billing due dates and tariff grace periods in the absence of useful data. 661 

Q. Is there any factual data available to support a conclusion that accounts 662 

receivable within the aging intervals are evenly distributed, such that Mr. 663 

Subbakrishna’s utilization of a mid-point assumption is accurate? 664 

A. No.  The use of mid-point age assumptions was adopted to make use of the available 665 

data.  The Company‘s response to Data Request AG 3.27a continues with the 666 

                                                                                                                                                 
25

  ComEd‘s response to Data Request No. AG 3.27(a) provided ComEd‘s explanation for all classes and 

intervals except for the Residential 0-30 interval. 
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statement, ―The values in the second interval onward for each customer category 667 

reflect the mid-point of that particular interval with no similar adjustment for grace 668 

period…While the same concept has been used for railroad, public authority, street-669 

lighting and governmental customers, such customers have a longer period of time to 670 

pay their bills and thus, the intervals have been shifted to the right.  For instance, the 671 

interval labeled 61-90 days for the rail-road category of customer is actually the 0-30 672 

day interval for them since such customers have 60 days to pay their bills.‖  From this 673 

response, it is obvious that ComEd has no detailed analysis of the timing of actual 674 

customer payments and was forced to adopt unproven assumptions to translate 675 

available accounts receivable aging data into something resembling a collection lag 676 

analysis. 677 

Q. Is there any valid reason to include accounts receivable in the 121-365 day aging 678 

interval, but not include receivables over 365 days at all, as proposed by Mr. 679 

Subbakrishna? 680 

A. No.  It would be more reasonable to consider receivables older than 90 days to be 681 

largely uncollectible and not include the balances in the two upper intervals (91-120 682 

and 121-365 days) that were employed by Mr. Subbakrishna.  His exclusion of the 683 

over 365 day interval is in apparent recognition that receivables more than a year old 684 

are unlikely to reveal anything about normal customer remittance intervals.  The same 685 

rationale could easily have justified exclusion of receivables more than 90 days old, 686 

but the 91-120 and 121-365 aging categories were fully included for active accounts, 687 

which skewed the collection lag assumptions upward. 688 

Q. Have the accounts receivable balances used by Mr. Subbakrishna been adjusted 689 

to remove uncollectible accounts? 690 
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A. Not entirely.  The balances used by Mr. Subbakrishna appear to be reduced to 691 

eliminate ―inactive accounts‖, but still include the very old active account balances in 692 

the 91-120 and 121-365 aging intervals, for which full collection is doubtful.
26

  In its 693 

response to Data Request No. IIEC 2.13, ComEd stated that accounts are classified in 694 

―final‖ status due either to customer moves or when a location‘s service is suspended 695 

for non-payment, and that finaled accounts are written off 90 days after the final bill 696 

is issued.  Under these facts, there is no reasonable explanation for including accounts 697 

over 90 days as indicative of the timing of the Company‘s normal revenue collection 698 

intervals.  699 

Q. How might the Company calculate its collection lag and avoid the many 700 

problems that arise from reliance upon accounts receivable aging intervals that 701 

do not precisely identify when customers actually pay their bills? 702 

A. In my experience with Lead/Lag studies over the past 30 years, I have observed two 703 

quantification methods that produce reliable estimates of the collection lag.  One 704 

approach is to conduct statistical sampling of actual customer remittances, capturing 705 

the billing date and related remittance dates for enough customers to extrapolate 706 

results to the broader population of customers.  This approach avoids any reliance 707 

upon crude assumptions and eliminates the distortion caused by account balances that 708 

ultimately prove to be uncollectible.  The second, more widely-used approach is an 709 

accounts receivable turnover analysis that requires a review of daily accounts 710 

receivable balances for comparison to revenues.  In Data Request No. AG 3.27, the 711 

Company was asked to provide the needed information to calculate average daily 712 

accounts receivable balances in order to determine the number of days‘ sales within 713 

                                                 
26

  ComEd Response to Data Request No. 5.11. 
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accounts receivables to better estimate the revenue lag and the Company responded, 714 

―The Company does not keep such average daily receivables information and thus, an 715 

accounts receivable turnover (or Days Sales Outstanding [DSO] or Sales Weighted 716 

Days Sales Outstanding [SWDSO]) analysis was not performed.‖ 717 

Q. How sensitive is the Company’s asserted CWC requirement of $95.7 million to 718 

changes in the revenue collection lag days? 719 

A. As noted previously, the revenue lag is the single most important lag day value in the 720 

study of CWC.  Each day of revenue lag translates into about $5.4 million of 721 

incremental CWC includable in rate base.
27

 722 

Q. If one were to slightly modify Mr. Subbakrishna’s assumptions and exclude the 723 

receivables balances in the over 90 days aging intervals, how would ComEd’s 724 

proposed Cash Working Capital value be impacted? 725 

A. If receivables aging data in the 91-120 day and 121-365 day intervals were excluded 726 

from the analysis, the resulting collection lag would decline from ComEd‘s 39.16 727 

days to only 13.23 days.  I am not advocating this change, because it is no less 728 

arbitrary than Mr. Subbakrishna‘s result, but have performed this calculation to 729 

illustrate how his arbitrary judgments regarding utilization of receivables aging data 730 

tend to dramatically impact the results.  If the lower collection lag is inserted into the 731 

ComEd Lead/Lag Study, the overall revenue lag changes from 57.32 days to 31.38 732 

days and CWC requirement is reduced by about $140 million, to yield a negative $45 733 

million.
28

 734 

                                                 
27

  At Schedule  B-8, page 1, ComEd applies the revenue lag to $1.99 billion of cash collections 

($1.39 billion of revenues at line 7 plus $0.6 billion of ―collections‖ of pass through taxes at line 

38).  One day of revenue lag adds 1/365 of this amount to cash working capital 
28

  AG/CUB Workpaper MLB-WP-1 summarizes this calculation. 
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Q. If one were to instead modify Mr. Subbakrishna’s assumptions to exclude only 735 

the receivables balances in the 121-365 days aging interval, how would ComEd’s 736 

proposed Cash Working Capital value be impacted? 737 

A. If receivables aging data in only the 121-365 day interval is excluded from the 738 

analysis, the resulting collection lag would decline from ComEd‘s 39.16 days to 739 

17.66 days and the resulting CWC would be negative $21.2 million in place of 740 

ComEd‘s proposed positive $95.7 million CWC allowance.
29

 741 

Q. Are there other problems with the Company’s Lead/Lag study that cause its 742 

results to be unreliable? 743 

A. Yes.  At line 10 of Schedule B-8, page 1, Mr. Subbakrishna has assumed a zero 744 

payment lag day value for pensions and OPEB expenses because these expenses have 745 

balance sheet amounts that are separately included in the rate base calculation (per 746 

Note 5 on page 2).  However, he has assigned a full revenue lag to these costs by not 747 

subtracting pensions and OPEBs at lines 2 through 6.  This is improper because it 748 

results in application of a revenue lag to more cash inflows than analyzed cash 749 

outflows.  ComEd has made no showing that it experiences positive CWC 750 

requirements as a result of the timing of its payments associated with pensions and 751 

OPEBs. 752 

  Similarly, at line 11 of Schedule B-8, the amortization of deferred severance costs 753 

is assigned a zero payment lag, but is also assigned a full revenue lag by not 754 

subtracting severance amortization at lines 2 through 6.  Note 6 at page 2 of Schedule 755 

B-8 admits that this amortization is a ―non-cash item‖, yet Mr. Subbakrishna would 756 

                                                 
29

  AG/CUB Workpaper MLB-WP-2 summarizes this calculation. 
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increase CWC by including recovery of this amortization with a full revenue lag on 757 

page 1. 758 

Q. At  pages 27-31 of ComEd Exhibit 7.0, Mr. Subbakrishna describes his 759 

treatment of certain pass-through taxes in the Lead/Lag study he sponsors.  Do 760 

you dispute any of the payment lead days that he has calculated for these taxes? 761 

A. Yes.  The Illinois Electricity Excise Tax is payable in quarter-monthly installments on 762 

the 7
th

, 15
th

, 22
nd

 and the last day of the month for the current month, as noted at lines 763 

611 to 613 of ComEd Exhibit 7.0.   This would imply a payment lead day value of 764 

about 3.5 days, comparing and equally weighting the difference between day 15 in 765 

the middle of the month and equal payments 8 days prior (on the 7
th

), 0 days prior (on 766 

the 15
th

), 7 days later (on the 22
nd

) and 15 days later (on the 30
th

).  However, Mr. 767 

Subbakrishna has improperly calculated a 13.3 day pre-payment for this tax by 768 

comparing the payment date to the usage period prior to customer billing.
30

   769 

  At the inception of this tax, 35 ILCS 640/2-7(a) states, ―Beginning with bills for 770 

electricity or electric service issued or and after August 1, 1998, the tax imposed by 771 

this Law shall be collected from the purchaser…‖, making clear it is the billed 772 

amounts of energy served that are taxable, not the energy services delivered before 773 

billings are rendered.  Similarly, when returns are filed to report this tax liability, 35 774 

ILCS 640/2-9(6) permits the delivering supplier of energy to ―use any reasonable 775 

method to derive reportable ‗kilowatt-hours‘ from the delivering suppliers‘ records.‖  776 

The only reasonable method would be to report and pay the current month‘s tax based 777 

upon current month‘s billed sales, rather than assuming an energy usage period prior 778 

to the date of billing.  The Company‘s filed tax return indicates calculation of the tax 779 
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due based upon the specific number of kWh sold,
31

 which can only be known from 780 

billing records that are available after service is rendered and billed. 781 

Q. Have you prepared calculations to correct and restate the Company’s CWC 782 

requirement with consideration given to the problems you have described 783 

regarding the Company’s Lead/Lag Study? 784 

A. No.  The problems associated with the Company‘s asserted revenue collection lag 785 

based upon accounts receivable aging intervals are so pervasive and important to the 786 

study results that any meaningful re-calculation of CWC would require much better 787 

data and analysis to recalculate and restate the collection lag.  However, there is 788 

apparently no available data that would support an accurate determination of the 789 

revenue collection lag, according to the Company.  Under these circumstances, I 790 

recommend that ComEd‘s assumed zero CWC allowance from the last rate case, 791 

Docket No. 07-0566, be maintained at this time and that the Company be directed to 792 

provide sufficient supporting analysis and documentation for any different CWC 793 

allowance it may request in future rate case proceedings. 794 

 795 

V. CUSTOMER DEPOSITS AND ADVANCES  796 

 797 
Q. How are Customer Deposits treated in determination of the revenue 798 

requirement?   799 

A. Customer deposits represent a source of capital to the utility at relatively low cost.  800 

Because customer deposits represent customer-provided capital that is continuously 801 

available to the utility, such balances are typically subtracted from rate base, with 802 

                                                                                                                                                 
30

  ComEd Response to Data Request No. AG 2.22, Attachment 1. 
31

  ComEd‘s Confidential Attachment 3 to Data Request AG 5.09 provided a copy of this return. 
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the corresponding annual cost of interest paid on such deposits moved ―above the 803 

line‖ for recovery from customers. 804 

Q. How has ComEd quantified the amount of Customer Deposits to be included 805 

as a rate base reduction?   806 

A. At Schedule B-13, page 1, ComEd summarizes its monthly 2009 ―Total Company‖ 807 

and ―Jurisdictional‖ Customer Deposits, and then carries forward a proposed 13- 808 

month average balance of the ―Jurisdictional‖ amount, after subtracting ―Interest 809 

Accrued on Customer Deposits in 2009‖ at line 15 of Schedule B-13, page 1.  The 810 

resulting $44,705 amount is carried forward and included in rate base at line 18 of 811 

Schedule B-1. 812 

Q. What is wrong with the Company’s proposed treatment of Customer Deposits? 813 

A. There are three problems with the Company‘s proposal.  First, the balances of 814 

Customer Deposits have been consistently growing since 2006 and throughout 815 

2009, as shown on Schedule B-13, pages 1 and 2.  Therefore, utilization of the 816 

December 2009 amounts would be more representative of ongoing levels and better 817 

matched to the otherwise year-end 2009 rate base than ComEd‘s proposed 13-818 

month average.   819 

   Second, ComEd has attributed the majority of its Customer Deposits to 820 

some other un-named ―jurisdiction‖ that does not exist.  All of the Customer 821 

Deposits collected in Illinois pursuant to the Company‘s delivery services tariff 822 

should be treated as Jurisdictional, rather than using a ―revenue allocator‖ as 823 

proposed by ComEd.
32

 824 

                                                 
32

  ComEd Schedule B-13, page 1, Note 2 states, ―The jurisdictional balance is based upon the 

delivery services revenue allocator.  See WPA-5, page 5. 
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   Third, ComEd pays interest on its Customer Deposits, but has failed to 825 

include the annual cost of such interest within operating expenses.  This has the 826 

effect of treating Customer Deposits as ―zero cost‖ capital and understates the 827 

Company‘s asserted revenue requirement. 828 

Q. Why should Customer Deposits not be allocated among jurisdictions? 829 

A. ComEd only serves two jurisdictions, with its transmission services regulated by the 830 

FERC and its retail delivery services regulated by the ICC.  The Company‘s rate 831 

base investment is allocated between only these two jurisdictions, the FERC and 832 

ICC, where transmission function investments are subject to the Company‘s 833 

Transmission Formula Rate.
33

   The Company‘s most recent FERC Transmission 834 

rate adjustment filing was provided (via internet link) in response to Data Request 835 

No. AG 5.01 and that filing shows ComEd‘s asserted FERC rate base is not reduced 836 

for any Customer Deposits amounts.    Therefore, 100 percent of Customer Deposits 837 

balances should be attributed to retail delivery services that are regulated by the 838 

ICC. 839 

Q. Should ComEd be allowed to keep, for shareholders’ benefit, an allocated 840 

share of the Customer Deposits balance to recognize that such deposits 841 

“secure” payments for energy costs recovered pursuant to Riders? 842 

A. No.   We include Customer Deposits in rate base to recognize such amounts as a 843 

low-cost source of capital that can be used to finance Plant in Service and other rate 844 

base investments.  ComEd has no rate base investment associated with energy 845 

supply costs.  To the extent the principal balances associated with individual 846 

customer‘s deposits are used to offset otherwise uncollectible energy costs, the 847 
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resulting avoided bad debt expenses do not change the fact that Customer Deposits 848 

in the aggregate, while held by ComEd prior to application to uncollectibles, 849 

represent a source of low cost financing that must be included in rate base. 850 

Q. What is the purpose of the adjustment appearing in Column C of AG/CUB 851 

Exhibit 1.3, Schedule B-8? 852 

.A. The adjustment shown in column C increases the Customer Deposits balance 853 

proposed by ComEd to the December 2009 total balance, with no reduction for 854 

revenue-based allocation of such amount to some other ―jurisdiction‖.  855 

Q.  Please explain the other adjustment appearing at column D of AG/CUB 856 

Exhibit 1.3, Schedule B-8.   857 

A.  In its response to Data Request AG 7.12, the Company indicated that it had 858 

improperly excluded a $5.27 million customer advance for construction that was 859 

received from Guardian Pipeline as if such amount was non-jurisdictional.  Column 860 

D reflects the adjustment needed to ―properly reduce distribution plant in service‖ 861 

as noted in this response. 862 

Q.  Have you proposed an adjustment increasing test year expenses to move 863 

annual interest expenses for Customer Deposits above the line? 864 

A.  Yes.  AG/CUB Exhibit 1.3 at Schedule C-16 contains this adjustment, using the 865 

Commission approved interest rate of 0.5 percent.
34

  The Customer Deposits 866 

balance used in the computation is based upon the adjustments described herein 867 

which includes 100 percent of the December 2009 balance as jurisdictional, with 868 

the associated interest expense moved above the line. 869 

                                                                                                                                                 
33

  These jurisdictional allocations of Plant are discussed at ComEd Ex. 6.0, lines 486-500. 
34

  ICC Order dated December 16
th

, 2009 in Docket No. 09-0607. 
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 870 

VI. LATE PAYMENT CHARGE REVENUES 871 

 872 

Q. What are Late Payment Charges? 873 

A. As noted in the Cash Working Capital section of my testimony, ComEd‘s tariff 874 

permits the assessment of Late Payment Charges upon unpaid and delinquent 875 

customer account balances.  Local governmental agencies and qualifying schools 876 

are assessed a charge of one percent (1.0%) and all other customers are charged one 877 

and one-half percent (1.5%) when the Company does not receive payment in full 878 

for charges assessed on a bill on or before the due date on the bill.
35

. 879 

Q. Has the Company included all of its test year Late Payment Charge revenues 880 

in determining its delivery service revenue requirement in this Docket? 881 

A. No.  ComEd has excluded $15.99 million of its test year recorded Electricity Late 882 

Payment Fees as non-jurisdictional on WPC-23, page 2 at line 1.  The only 883 

explanation given for this exclusion is in footnotes.  Note (1) on WPC-23, page 2, 884 

states, ―Jurisdictional was allocated based on Delivery Services Revenue Allocator 885 

– See WPA-5, Page 5‖ and Note (2) states, ―Non-jurisdictional late payment fees 886 

have not been characterized by function.‖   887 

Q. Have any Late Payment Charge revenues been attributed to ComEd’s other 888 

regulatory jurisdiction, serving to reduce the formula transmission rates that 889 

are regulated by the FERC? 890 

                                                 
35

  The details of Late Payment Charge terms and conditions are stated at 1
st
 Revised Sheet No. 207 

in the General Terms and Conditions section of ComEd‘s tariff. 
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A. No.   As noted in ComEd‘s WPC-23, page 2, none of the Late Payment Charge 891 

revenues the Company has excluded in determining the DST revenue requirement 892 

have been recognized in the ComEd FERC transmission rate base. 893 

Q. What happens to the approximately $16 million of excluded test year Late 894 

Payment Charge revenues, if they are excluded from ratemaking at FERC as 895 

well as in this Docket No. 10-0467? 896 

A. The excluded Late Payment Charges would be retained for the sole benefit of 897 

ComEd‘s (Exelon‘s) shareholders. 898 

Q. Has the Company identified in its filing any investment in non-jurisdictional 899 

assets outside of its FERC and ICC rate base that require earnings from Late 900 

Payment Charges? 901 

A. No.  As noted previously, ComEd‘s facilities are dedicated to serving either 902 

delivery service or FERC transmission customers.  There is no other non-903 

jurisdictional investment for which ComEd needs to retain electricity Late Payment 904 

Charges to earn a return.   905 

Q. Does the Company bear any expenses associated with procurement and 906 

recovery of bundled energy supplies that would justify retaining Late Payment 907 

Charges associated with energy supply revenues? 908 

A. No.   It is my understanding that ComEd‘s tariff contains purchased energy and 909 

uncollectible provisions that provide for full cost recovery for energy that is 910 

purchased and resold as part of bundled electric service.
36

  I note that at ComEd 911 

Schedule A-5, page 3, column (E) shows the isolation of approximately $3.3 billion 912 

                                                 
36

  ComEd‘s tariff Rider PE at Original Sheet No. 311allows ComEd to recover its costs of procuring 

power and energy pursuant to Section 16-511 of the Public Utilities Act, as well as ―any just and 
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of revenues and $3.0 billion of expenses that are associated with ComEd‘s non-913 

transmission (column D) and non-DST business units, which serves to confirm a 914 

conclusion that ComEd is not experiencing operating losses arising from 915 

procurement and resale of energy to its customers.  ComEd has made no showing 916 

that it has unrecovered costs in any ―jurisdiction‖ other than the FERC or ICC that 917 

would rationalize allowing the Company to retain electricity Late Payment Charges 918 

for its shareholders. 919 

Q. What is the purpose of the adjustment appearing at AG/CUB Exhibit 1.3, 920 

Schedule C-14? 921 

A. This adjustment replaces the $15.99 million of Electricity Late Payment Charge 922 

revenues that ComEd proposes to exclude as associated with its ―Other‖ jurisdiction 923 

on WPC-23, page 2.  There has been no showing by the Company that it bears any 924 

unrecovered expenses or has any investments in some ―other‖ jurisdiction that 925 

justify removal and retention for shareholders of these revenues in determining the 926 

Company‘s DST revenue requirement. 927 

Q. Please explain the footnote (a) at the bottom of your Schedule C-14 and why 928 

the Late Payment Charge Factor calculated in the footnote is applied 929 

elsewhere in the AG/CUB revenue requirement calculation? 930 

A. ComEd has adopted an assumption that its uncollectible accounts will change as a 931 

direct result of any revenue increase granted by the Commission in this Docket, as 932 

evidenced by inclusion of a 1.57% ―Uncollectible Expense‖ factor in the Gross 933 

Revenue Conversion Factor that is proposed at ComEd‘s Schedule A-2.1.  This 934 

                                                                                                                                                 
reasonable costs that the Company incurs in arranging and providing for the supply of electric power 

and energy.‖ 
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uncollectible factor is calculated at WPC-16 and is based on the unproven 935 

assumption that uncollectibles vary directly with energy prices and revenues.  I 936 

understand that such a factor has been applied in prior ComEd rate cases and, since 937 

future changes in ComEd‘s uncollectibles that are subject to tracked rate recovery 938 

through Rider UF, I have not challenged this assumption.   939 

   It is equally plausible that Late Payment Charges on Electricity, which are 940 

applied as a percentage of customers‘ delinquent bills, would also vary directly with 941 

revenues and the rate increase granted in this Docket.  Therefore, I proposed that 942 

the 0.48% Late Payment Charge Factor calculated in Footnote (a) of Schedule C-14 943 

be included in the approved Gross Revenue Conversion Factor.  If the Company is 944 

allowed to ―factor‖ the revenue increase in this case for uncollectibles, the same 945 

type of ―factor‖ should be applied for incremental Late Payment Charges. 946 

Q. Where is this percentage factor included within AG/CUB Exhibit 1.3? 947 

A. Schedule A-1 sets forth the Gross Revenue Conversion Factor, with a side-by-side 948 

comparison of the values used by ComEd to the values used by AG/CUB.  The only 949 

difference in the Gross Revenue Conversion Factor is at line 2, where I have 950 

inserted an ―Other Operating Revenue‖ line item to recognize additional Late 951 

Payment Charges that can be expected to result from the approved revenue increase. 952 

 953 

VII.   INTEREST SYNCHRONIZATION 954 

 955 

Q. What is interest synchronization and how is this procedure used in 956 

determining utility revenue requirements? 957 
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A. Interest expenses paid by the Company are deductible for income tax purposes.  958 

Because ratemaking focuses upon determination of a rate base, as a proxy for 959 

invested debt (and equity) capital, there is no explicitly approved amount of debt 960 

capital or related interest expense found reasonable in a rate order.  However, the 961 

amount of interest being allowed recovery can be quantified and ―synchronized‖ in 962 

the rate order by application of the approved weighted cost of debt to the approved 963 

rate base.  Thus, the interest synchronization calculation multiplies the calculated 964 

rate base by the weighted cost of debt capital, so as to reflect an interest deduction 965 

that is consistent with the interest expense being embedded within the overall rate 966 

of return and revenue requirement.  Because AG/CUB is proposing a revised level 967 

of Rate Base for ComEd, after making several adjustments, it is necessary to 968 

recalculate the interest deduction difference that arises from these Rate Base 969 

adjustments.  These conforming calculations are set forth in AG/CUB Exhibit 1.3 at 970 

Schedule C-15. 971 

Q. Did ComEd employ the same form of interest synchronization calculation in its 972 

asserted revenue requirement? 973 

A. Yes.  The Company‘s calculations appear in ComEd Schedule C-5.4, page2 and are 974 

replicated in column C of AG/CUB Schedule C-15 for comparison to the AG/CUB 975 

amounts in column D. 976 

Q. What is the impact of the AG/CUB interest synchronization adjustment? 977 

A. A significant increase in income tax expense is being proposed, because of the large 978 

rate base reduction adjustments that are contained in the AG/CUB filing. 979 
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Q. Should the interest synchronization adjustment be updated in the 980 

Commission’s Order, when the determination of rate base and the weighted 981 

cost of debt have been finalized? 982 

A. Yes.  This procedure to calculated synchronized interest is not at issue, but the 983 

inputs to the calculation should be updated in the Commission‘s final rate order to 984 

coordinate income tax expense with the other findings therein. 985 

 986 

VIII.   CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS. 987 

 988 

Q. What is proposed by ComEd with regard to charitable contributions in the 989 

asserted revenue requirement? 990 

A. The Company has proposed an adjustment to operating expenses at WPC-1a, page 991 

1, line 10 and in Schedule C-7 to reclassify $6.3 million of Charitable Contributions 992 

from below-the-line accounts into recoverable above-the-line expenses for 993 

ratemaking purposes.  After jurisdictional allocation, approximately $5.6 million of 994 

this expense is included in the asserted DST revenue requirement. 995 

Q. What is meant by your reference to “below the line” and “above the line” 996 

accounts in your prior answer? 997 

A. ComEd and other electric utilities are required to maintain their books in 998 

accordance with the Uniform System of Accounts (―USOA‖) prescribed by the 999 

FERC.  The USOA is used by FERC to administer its formula rate procedures and 1000 

is employed by state commissions to determine the starting values used to 1001 

determine operating income.  The USOA requires charitable contributions to be 1002 

recorded in accounts that are not considered includable in determining operating 1003 
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income, and these accounts are generally referred to as below the  operating income 1004 

―line‖ on the income statement.  In particular, the USOA prescribes Account 426.1 1005 

for this purpose, which is described as, ―This account shall include all payments or 1006 

donations for charitable, social or community welfare purposes.‖
37

 1007 

Q. Why are charitable contributions recorded below-the-line in the USOA? 1008 

A. The general practice of regulatory commission and the FERC is to exclude 1009 

charitable contributions from public utility revenue requirements, forcing such 1010 

contributions to be funded by shareholders rather than ratepayers. 1011 

Q. For what reasons are charitable contributions typically disallowed by 1012 

regulators? 1013 

A. Charitable contributions are not necessary for the provision of safe and reliable 1014 

utility services.  These are discretionary payments that, when made by public 1015 

utilities and included in rates, may serve to diminish the financial resources of 1016 

customers, money that could be used to select and fund the charities they 1017 

individually prefer.  Additionally, inclusion of charitable contributions within utility 1018 

rates adds to the affordability burden for low income consumers who may struggle 1019 

to pay utility bills and can ill afford incrementally higher costs. 1020 

Q. By what authority has ComEd reclassified its charitable contributions from 1021 

below-the-line to above-the-line accounts? 1022 

A. The only explanation I have found is in Ms. Houtsma‘s Direct Testimony where she 1023 

identifies the Company‘s adjustment for, ―…inclusion of charitable contributions 1024 

that are recorded below the line in Account 426 but have traditionally been 1025 

                                                 
37

  18 CFR 101  Available at http://ecfr.gpoaccess.gov/cgi/t/text/text-

idx?c=ecfr&sid=a1c36a909490a7f1508137221b50c2c6&rgn=div5&view=text&node=18:1.0.1.3.34

&idno=18 

http://ecfr.gpoaccess.gov/cgi/t/text/text-idx?c=ecfr&sid=a1c36a909490a7f1508137221b50c2c6&rgn=div5&view=text&node=18:1.0.1.3.34&idno=18
http://ecfr.gpoaccess.gov/cgi/t/text/text-idx?c=ecfr&sid=a1c36a909490a7f1508137221b50c2c6&rgn=div5&view=text&node=18:1.0.1.3.34&idno=18
http://ecfr.gpoaccess.gov/cgi/t/text/text-idx?c=ecfr&sid=a1c36a909490a7f1508137221b50c2c6&rgn=div5&view=text&node=18:1.0.1.3.34&idno=18
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recoverable through rates.‖
38

  I am advised by counsel that the Commission is 1026 

required to consider and allow a ―reasonable amount‖ of donations made by a 1027 

public utility for the public welfare or for charitable scientific, religious or 1028 

educational purposes.
39

 1029 

Q. What is the AG/CUB recommendation regarding ratemaking treatment for 1030 

ComEd’s charitable contributions? 1031 

A. An adjustment is proposed at AG/CUB Exhibit 1.3, Schedule C-17 to ―share‖ the 1032 

costs of test year charitable contributions that management elected to incur in the 1033 

test year on an equal basis between ratepayers and shareholders.  Such an equal 1034 

sharing would provide some incentive for ComEd to carefully prioritize its funding 1035 

of contributions by eliminating the cost-plus, full recovery regulatory treatment that 1036 

is being sought and that causes management to be indifferent to expenditures that 1037 

can simply be passed on to customers.  No unregulated business is able to fund 1038 

discretionary charitable contributions except out of earnings and no public utility 1039 

outside of Illinois that I am aware of is able to do so.  The sharing of costs would 1040 

also serve to recognize that these are discretionary costs that ComEd should be 1041 

expected to moderate in times of high unemployment and financial difficulty.  By 1042 

reducing the amounts of charitable contributions that ComEd makes in its own (or 1043 

Exelon‘s) discretion and name and that are included in utility rates, electric 1044 

                                                                                                                                                 
 
38

  ComEd Ex. 6.0 Revised, page 46, line 933. 
39

  220 ILCS 5/9-227 states:  It shall be proper for the Commission to consider as an operating 

expense, for the purpose of determining whether a rate or other charge or classification is 

sufficient, donations made by a public utility for the public welfare or for charitable scientific, 

religious or educational purposes, provided that such donations are reasonable in amount. In 

determining the reasonableness of such donations, the Commission may not establish, by rule, a 

presumption that any particular portion of an otherwise reasonable amount may not be considered 

as an operating expense. The Commission shall be prohibited from disallowing by rule, as an 

operating expense, any portion of a reasonable donation for public welfare or charitable purposes. 
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ratepayers would be left with more discretionary income after utility bills from 1045 

which they may be able to select and fund the charities they might choose, in 1046 

amounts that could be personally deductible on their individual tax returns. 1047 

 1048 

IX.   CORPORATE AIRCRAFT CHARGES 1049 

 1050 

Q. What is the purpose of the adjustment appearing at AG/CUB Exhibit 1.3, 1051 

Schedule C-18? 1052 

A. In the test year, ComEd was directly assigned and allocated charges for utilization 1053 

of corporate jet aircraft of about $918,000, based upon hourly utilization of five 1054 

fractional ownership interests in three distinct jet aircraft.
40

  The company excluded 1055 

about $52,000 of these charges in its adjustment for Executive Compensation at 1056 

ComEd WPC-1a, line 16.  The adjustment at AG/CUB Schedule C-18 proposes 1057 

elimination of 50 percent of the remaining jet aircraft costs in the test year, so as to 1058 

recognize the cost savings that could (and should) be realized by the Company 1059 

through utilization of commercial air transportation or occasional charter aircraft 1060 

arrangements. 1061 

Q. Has the Company acknowledged that it could reduce costs by relying more 1062 

heavily upon scheduled commercial airlines or chartered flights in place of 1063 

corporate jet ownership? 1064 

A. The Company considers the use of corporate aircraft by senior executives and board 1065 

members to be reasonable and a cost for which recovery should be permitted 1066 

because corporate aircraft utilization provides a safe means of transportation and 1067 

                                                 
40

  ComEd‘s response to Data Request No. AG 6.07a, d. 
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facilitates efficient and effective use of the passengers‘ time.
41

  However, when 1068 

asked for all studies, reports, analyses, projections, workpapers and other 1069 

documents supportive of the reasonableness of these costs, the Company was 1070 

unable to provide any plausible cost/benefit justification to support the 1071 

reasonableness of these costs. 1072 

Q. Were any cost/benefit studies produced by ComEd to defend rate recovery of 1073 

corporate jet aircraft costs as reasonable? 1074 

A. No.  The studies that were produced by ComEd were focused upon evaluating 1075 

various options for executive air travel.  I have attached one of these studies, which 1076 

is quoted below, as AG/CUB Ex. 1.7 (Attachment 5 to the Company‘s response to 1077 

AG 6.07).  All of these studies support a conclusion that commercial air travel is 1078 

significantly more economical than fractional ownership of corporate jets, but 1079 

results in lower productivity and more time processing through security, less 1080 

departure flexibility and increased driving distance to remote nuclear sites.
42

 1081 

Q. What are the top five city pairs where the Exelon corporate jets have been 1082 

most frequently utilized? 1083 

A. The top five city pairs all include Chicago and the cities of; 1) Wilmington, DE  2) 1084 

Philadelphia, PA  3) Washington, DC  4) Teterboro (New York), and 5) Toms River 1085 

(Newark).
43

  These locations involve three large metropolitan areas (Philadelphia, 1086 

Washington DC and New York) where commercial flights are widely available 1087 

to/from Chicago at reasonable cost. 1088 

Q. What was the average cost for usage of the Exelon corporate aircraft? 1089 

                                                 
41

  See ComEd response to Data Request No. AG 6.07(e). 
42

  See AG 6.07, Attachment 5 at page 8 in AG/CUB Exhibit No. MLB-1.6. 
43

  Id.  page 3. 
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A. One of the reports produced by ComEd stated, ―In 2008, Exelon paid NetJets 1090 

$6.2M for 369 one-way segments ($17k per segment) between various destinations 1091 

with an average of three passengers per flight at $5,600 per person.‖
44

 1092 

Q. What is the basis for your removal of 50 percent of the allocated costs for 1093 

ComEd’s use of the Exelon corporate jets? 1094 

A. Using the information from the prior response, allowing 50 percent of the actual 1095 

aircraft costs charged to ComEd in 2009 should leave an ample allowance for 1096 

commercial airfare for executive travel.  If we assume the $5,600 per person/flight 1097 

cost rate in 2008 did not decline in 2009, the adjustment I propose would leave 1098 

$2,800 per flight which is generous even for last minute bookings of first class 1099 

travel. 1100 

 1101 

X.   ILLINOIS ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTION TAXES. 1102 

 1103 

Q. What is the purpose of the adjustment appearing at AG/CUB Exhibit 1.3, 1104 

Schedule C-19? 1105 

A. One of the taxes other than income taxes that must be paid by ComEd is the Illinois 1106 

Electric Distribution Tax (―IEDT‖).  At ComEd Schedule C-2.17, the Company has 1107 

proposed a ratemaking adjustment to increase the recorded amount of this tax by 1108 

$7.0 million so as to reflect weather normalized sales volumes subject to the tax and 1109 

to also recognize a six-year average of the annual IEDT ―credits‖ that have been 1110 

received historically from the Illinois Department of Revenue (―IDOR‖) for this 1111 

tax.  The Public Utilities Revenue Act (35 ILCS620/) capped, on a statewide basis, 1112 

                                                 
44

  Id. 
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the total Electricity Distribution and Invested Capital Taxes received by IDOR and 1113 

periodically ComEd receives credit memos indicating its share of amounts to be 1114 

refunded under such caps.  After adjustment, the Company is proposing a total test 1115 

year IEDT in the amount of $108.8 million, which is excessive given more recently 1116 

available information. 1117 

   At AG/CUB Schedule C-19, I propose an updated calculation of the IEDT 1118 

based upon ComEd‘s actual IEDT taxes paid in the 2009 test year, reduced by the 1119 

Company‘s most recent estimate of the IEDT credit that is expected to be received 1120 

for tax year 2009. 1121 

Q. What is the source of the 2009 Estimated IEDT credit you have proposed at 1122 

line 2 of Schedule C-19? 1123 

A. This estimated credit amounts is based upon ComEd‘s analysis of historical taxes 1124 

paid by each Illinois electric utility, the statutory cap limiting total tax receipts from 1125 

all utilities and changes in CPI that influence the revenue cap, as set forth in the 1126 

Company‘s response to Data Request AG 9.02, Attachment 2.  A copy of this 1127 

response is included as AG/CUB Exhibit No. MLB-1.8. 1128 

Q. Does this conclude your testimony at this time? 1129 

A. Yes.  1130 


